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This Librarian/Archivist job in Charlotte, North Carolina, has just been posted. Please share it if you know anyone qualified who might be interested. For candidates coming from out of state, state driver's license and certification is not required before taking the position.
https://www.mecknc.gov/hr/pages/home.aspx?redirect=charmeck

Librarian - NC Room (Main Library)
109564
Charlotte Mecklenburg Library
LIB4137

Main-Carolina Room
Hiring Range - 43,232.800-56,743.050
Status: Regular Full-Time
FLSA Status: Exempt

Please apply by : 04/22/2018
Responsibilities/Qualification

POSITION SUMMARY
Performs professional and technical library work in one or more specific areas such as Adult, Teen, Children's, Technical Services, Materials Management or regional history/genealogy. Assists customers in accessing the full spectrum of library resources in multiple formats - print, digital, media, programs and classes. Responds to reference, research/homework and readers' advisory requests. Explains and interprets the library's services, policies and procedures. Develops, manages and promotes the library's collection of materials. Assists in the planning and implementation of programs and classes that provide opportunities for lifelong learning, early literacy, educational support and workforce development.

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS
* Meets customers' informational, research and pleasure reading needs by matching requests to appropriate resources
* Determines the timeliest, authoritative and appropriate information source for each customer, based on questions asked, the information required and the format (print, non-print) that provides the most effective delivery.
* Trains customers in the use of electronic reference resources, internet searches, e-books and digital downloads; provides guidance and instruction for both general and specific requests. Enables customers to operate PCs, tablets, mobile devices to access digital materials. Troubleshoots problems or instructs customers in the
use of software and hardware. Assesses the level of instruction needed to use technology
* Manages and maintains library materials in specific, assigned areas of the
collection by noting community needs and customer requests, consulting reviews and
bibliographies, checking lost and missing reports and recommending purchases
* Performs relevant collection management tasks to ensure that resources are
available to meet the informational and recreational needs of the community
* Provides quality programming for a targeted audience; creates promotional
materials and merchandises collection with displays
* Develops varied and creative programs, publications and displays to enhance
library services. Determines when to
* Continues professional development through workshops, classes, webinars,
conferences, retreats, etc. request marketing assistance
* Chooses activities to enhance or develop skills needed to meet professional or
learning goals
* Performs administrative duties that may include serving as manager on duty,
scheduling employees, submitting maintenance and IT tickets, dealing with customer
concerns, reserving meeting rooms, interpreting and enforcing library policy
* Acts within policy. Exercises sound judgment and uses available resources to
determine the action needed

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
Education: A Master's degree in Library Science from an ALA accredited institution
Licenses and Certifications: Valid NC or SC driver's license and NC Public Library
Certification

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES
Knowledge of:
* The reference interview process.
* Familiarity with the library's classification system, cataloging interface of the
Online Public Access Catalog and OCLC/MARC records.
* Technological adeptness with PCs, tablets and mobile devices, internet and
database searching, email, Office products and templates.

Skilled in:
* Familiarity with readers' advisory and reference resources
* Excellent customer service, including strong verbal and written skills
* Working with a diverse population
* Assessing a customer's needs and abilities in order to match them with the
appropriate information or materials

Abilities:
* Decision- Making - Identifying and understanding issues, problems and
opportunities; comparing data from different sources to draw conclusions; using
effective approaches for choosing a course of action or developing appropriate
solutions; taking action that is consistent with available facts, constraints and
probably consequences.
* Collaboration - Working effectively and cooperatively with others; establishing
and maintain good working relationships.
* Technical/Professional Knowledge and Skills - Having achieved a satisfactory
level of technical and professional skill or knowledge in position-related areas;
keeping up with current developments and trends in areas of expertise.
* Planning and Organizing - Establishing courses of action for self and others to
ensure that work is completed efficiently.
* Managing Work - Effectively managing one's time and resources to ensure that work
is completed efficiently.

Special Requirements
Experience in processing archival collections and creating finding aids, which will be approximately 30-50% of the job responsibility
* Experience with digitizing collections is preferred
* Experience in materials management, particularly serials and government documents
* Ability to work independently with the public to help them find resources in a very large and special collection
* Ability to provide answers to complicated reference questions, using a variety of resources in various formats
* Interest and knowledge in history and genealogy is very important
* Must have excellent attention to details
* Must have excellent writing and speaking skills
* Must be able to initiate and participate in programs for the public
* Must be able to work independently, particularly at night and on weekends
* Will work evenings and weekends on a rotating schedule
* Work in other departments as requested

Thanks,

Jane Johnson
Manager, Robinson-Spangler Carolina Room
Charlotte Mecklenburg Library
310 N. Tryon
Charlotte, NC 28202
704-416-0152
jjohnson at cmlibrary.org
www.cmlibrary.org
www.cmstory.org

Our Mission: To improve lives and build a stronger community.

Love your Library? Make a gift to your Library Foundation today!

Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to North Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential disclosure of this message to third parties.
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From LThornton at cn.edu  Wed Apr  4 12:55:45 2018
From: LThornton at cn.edu (Lori Thornton)
Date: Wed, 4 Apr 2018 16:55:45 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals Available Until April 30 for Postage Reimbursement
Message-ID: <499fb61024e0430f861e67f04082a705@cn.edu>

The following genealogical publications are available for postage reimbursement until April 30. (See spreadsheet: https://docs.google.com/document/d/12a5yQEA8LJB-cf7RI7BAGi16FJ6izZEfa7vAA19K7eo/edit?usp=sharing) Please send requests to Carolyn
EXPLORE RELIC

April 2018 - The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC)

Start your historical journey here. RELIC's email newsletter highlights upcoming free events and happenings. Genealogy and local Virginia history is our specialty as a service provided by the Prince William Public Library. We're located at Bull Run Regional Library and you can always find more about us at www.pwcgov.org/library/relic

AFRICAN-AMERICAN GENEALOGY: TRACKING FAMILIES BEFORE THE CIVIL WAR

Discovering African-American family history prior to 1865 can be difficult. There are special challenges to finding documentation during the age of slavery. RELIC's Don Wilson will identify sources that can be used to trace lives and relationships and demonstrate the process through a case study approach.
Thursday, April 19, 2018, 11:00 a.m.

GENEALOGY 201: BEYOND THE BASICS

RELIC’s Don Wilson will discuss effective research strategies and demonstrate advanced techniques for successfully searching and evaluating free online genealogy/history resources. See how information found in census, newspapers, passenger lists, maps, books and manuscripts can add detail and interest to your family history.

Tuesday, April 24, 2018, 7:00 p.m.

========================

RELIC INSIDER:

GENEALOGY MAGAZINES IN RELIC

RELIC has a good number of genealogical magazines, national as well as regional and local. Here is a sampling of articles from the latest issues. You may note that articles are often published where not expected. Even if an article is not about your family, it can be very helpful in giving you ideas about where to search and how to put records to use.


?In Atlanta, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and Elsewhere: One Paul Richard Stockton or


NEXT MONTH

FINDING YOUR FAMILY IN THE NEWS

?Using newspaper archives for historical research has never been easier. RELIC?s Don Wilson will describe how a growing number of newspapers online may be searched for items useful for family and local history. Now you can find obituaries, marriage notices, court cases, advertisements, news items, local gossip, photos ? anything that might appear between the pages of the hometown gazette. He will show how to find those databases and put them to use.

Tuesday, May 22, 7:00 p.m.


Unless otherwise stated, all of the preceding programs will take place at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, Virginia. Programs may last from 60 to 90 minutes. You may register for any of these free programs at 703-792-4540 or email to: relic2 at pwcgov.org.

You may also register online at RELIC Programs http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relic-programs.aspx by clicking on the program date. Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided by the Friends of Bull Run Library.* To be notified of upcoming library programs and activities, you may sign up for the PWPLS NEWSLETTER.

#
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Our small genealogy club library has a half-dozen PCs still using Internet Explorer. I'd like to switch to Chrome as the default browser but I'm having trouble seeing how to do that, primarily because Chrome requires logging in to a Google account. This must be a well-known problem, at least among librarians. Can anyone point me to a solution? Thanks!

Michael Carroll
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This may help:
https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95417?co=GENIE.Platform%3DDesktop&hl=en

Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries

Michael Carroll
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From kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org  Thu Apr  5 10:54:01 2018
From: kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org (Kathleen Wieland)
Date: Thu, 5 Apr 2018 10:54:01 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Chrome on public computers?
In-Reply-To: <592358ba-91d7-4c2b-bd19-a53cabec2d13@getmailbird.com>
References: <592358ba-91d7-4c2b-bd19-a53cabec2d13@getmailbird.com>
Message-ID: <73bba999bac6419a0431ab4aa672b46@otislibrarynorwich.org>

Our library has its own Google account that we sign into.

Kathleen Wieland
Genealogy Librarian
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich, CT 06360
860-889-2365   FAX 860-886-4744
kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org

--------------------------
From: "Michael Carroll" <mcarroll at pobox.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2018 7:59 PM
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Chrome on public computers?

Our small genealogy club library has a half-dozen PCs still using Internet Explorer. I'd like to switch to Chrome as the default browser but I'm having trouble seeing how to do that, primarily because Chrome requires logging in to a Google account. This must be a well-known problem, at least among librarians. Can anyone point me to a solution? Thanks!

Michael Carroll
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From muskogeehistory at eodls.org  Thu Apr  5 14:36:53 2018
From: muskogeehistory at eodls.org (MuskogeePublic LibraryGenealogy)
Date: Thu, 5 Apr 2018 13:36:53 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free for postage
In-Reply-To: <1291273055.672496.1522772220849@connect.xfinity.com>
References: <1291273055.672496.1522772220849@connect.xfinity.com>
Message-ID: <CACHYTwxw8TLy++4HTG=k8kvRhzXP-=bTdpC0oMJG+UZh3TvtHDA@mail.gmail.com>

Nancy,
We could use these and will reimburse you for postage if still available:
Abstracts of Georgia colonial Conveyance Book
English Crown grants in st. Paul parish in Georgia
Gazetteer of the state of Georgia
Guilford Co. NC A Map Suppl.
History & Gen. of Old Granville Co. NC
On Tue, Apr 3, 2018 at 11:17 AM, nancy.gaynor <nancy.gaynor at comcast.net> wrote:

> I don't know if I sent this off. Sorry if a duplicate!
>
> >
> > Abstracts of Georgia Colonial Conveyance Book C-1 1750-1761 Frances
> > Howell Beckemeyer 1975 0-915690-00-4
> > Edgefield County South Carolina Deed Books 23,24,25,26 Carol Wells
> > 1998 0-7884-0888-7
> > English Crown Grants in St Paul Parish in Georgia 1755-1775 Marion R.
> > Hemperley 1974
> > A Gazetteer of the State of Georgia Adiel Sherwood 1837
> > 0-7884-1930-7
> > Georgia Citizens and Osldiers of the American Revolution Robert S Davis
> > Georgia Citizens and Osldiers of the American Revolution Robert S Davis
> > Jr 2000rep 0-89308-169-8
> > Georgia Land Owner's Memorials 1758-1776 Weeks, Lowery, Warren 1988
> >
> > Guilford County, North Carolina: A Map Supplement Fred Hughes 1988
> >
> > History & Genealogies of Old Granville County NC 1746-1800 Thomas McAdory
> > Owen 1993 0-89308-487-5
> > History of Old Pendleton District R.W. Simpson 1988
> > 1-55613-124-0
> > Marriages of Shelby County, TN 1820-1858 Edythe Rucker Whitley 1982
> > 0-8063-0988-1
> > Marriages of Stewart County TN 1838-1866 Edythe Rucker Whitley 1982
> > 0-8063-0989-x
> > Military Records of Pittsylvania Co, VA From Judgement Books 1,2&4 & Deed
> > Book4 ElizabethTunstill White 1983/1993rep
> > Mother Earth Land Grants in Virginia 1607-1699 W. Stittt Robinson Jr
> > 2ndprint1990
> > North Carolina Abstracts of State Grants VOL 1 ONLY Mrgret M Hofman
> > 1998 0-937761-17-6
> > North Carolina Taxpayers 1701-1786 Clarence E Ratcliff 3rdprint1993
> > 0-8063-1079-0
> > North Carolina Wills: A Testator Index 1665-1900 Thornton W Mitchell
> > Corr&Rev1992 0-8063-1361-7
> > Notes on Southside VA/BulletinVA State Libv14no2-4 Walter A Watson 1925
> > rep 1973
> > Property Lines from the Old Survey Books PittsylvaniaCo, VA 1746-1840 Roger
> > C Dodson 1995
> > Rambles Through Morgan Co, Georgia Louise McHenry Hicky 1976
HEAD LIBRARIAN

The Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Library & Museums in Fremont, Ohio is seeking a dynamic person who thrives in a creative, team-oriented work environment for Head Librarian. This is an administrative position of the library that is responsible for administering, organizing, and managing all aspects of reference and technical services, policies, and programs of the library along with promoting public awareness of its collections.

Duties include supervision of online services, including the HPLM website and the Ohio Obituary Index with over 60 library affiliates. The position is also responsible for overseeing the library’s personnel and volunteers, working with other senior managers and monitoring the quality and quantity of work performed by the library staff while maintaining a high level of professionalism.

Send resume and references to

Thomas Smith
Human Resources
HEAD LIBRARIAN

The Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Library & Museums in Fremont, Ohio is seeking a dynamic person who thrives in a creative, team oriented work environment for Head Librarian. This is an administrative position of the library that is responsible for administering, organizing and managing all aspects of reference and technical services, policies, and programs of the library along with promoting public awareness of its collections. Duties include supervision of online services, including the HPLM website and the Ohio Obituary Index with over 60 library affiliates. The position is also responsible for overseeing the library's personnel and volunteers, working with other senior managers and monitoring the quality and quantity of work performed by the library staff while maintaining a high level of professionalism.

Send resume and references to
Thomas Smith
Human Resources
tsmith at rbhayes.org
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From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Tue Apr 10 10:52:30 2018
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Tue, 10 Apr 2018 14:52:30 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Position open in Prince William County, Virginia
Message-ID: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11015350CEA3@SP90EXCH1.pwc.ad>

The Prince William Public Library System is seeking a creative, dynamic, professional individual to join the staff at Bull Run Regional Library as a Librarian II for RELIC. The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center (RELIC) is a special collection devoted to genealogy and local history with a focus on Virginia and Prince William County. If you enjoy providing excellent customer service, working with people and conducting genealogical research in a public service environment, consider applying for this unique position with the Prince William Public Library System.

The incumbent will act as the department head for RELIC, participating in policy formulation and supervision; managing the RELIC collection; overseeing programming and outreach; coordinating special projects; and providing reference services at the RELIC Information Desk. This person will serve as a member of the Bull Run management team and will be in charge of the building at times.

The successful candidate will demonstrate a confident, flexible and collaborative leadership style; excellent communication skills; a commitment to providing outstanding customer service; and a keen attention to detail. Supervisory experience is required.

Closing date is April 17, 2018.

For further information see https://www.governmentjobs.com/careers/pwcgov (keyword Librarian II)
From fxlibrary at gmail.com Wed Apr 11 13:46:29 2018
From: fxlibrary at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Wed, 11 Apr 2018 13:46:29 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room books to trade
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu8fpupRPZvWCv0Chd3jrUSZpBjvw92cjJ+wmYm0cZjpoQ@mail.gmail.com>

Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has more books to trade. Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov. Be sure to include your mailing address in your email so that we can make your mailing label. There's an Excel and a pdf version of the same list, so I hope everyone will be able to open it. Apologies for sending attachments, but the county won't allow us to use file sharing services.

If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to

Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030

Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer will email you to tell you that the box has been sent to our mail room, and she'll include a list of which titles are in the box.

Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
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Please note the revised job posting with more details and links to our website. The Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Library & Museums in Fremont, Ohio is seeking a dynamic person who thrives in a creative, team oriented work environment for Head Librarian. This is an administrative position that is responsible for administering, organizing and managing all aspects of reference and technical services, policies, and programs of the library along with promoting public awareness of its collections.

Duties include supervision of online services, including the HPLM website and the Ohio Obituary Index with over 60 library affiliates. The position is also responsible for overseeing the library's three staff members and volunteers, working with other senior managers and monitoring the quality and quantity of work performed by the library staff while maintaining a high level of professionalism. The Library is the first Presidential Library and the forerunner of the federal presidential library system and is situated in a 25 acre wooded estate along with the recently renovated Museum and 31-room mansion.

This is a full-time position, normally 9 to 5 pm, with some Saturday hours, eligible for fringe benefits.

Applicants should have an M.L.S. degree with a preferred background in American history and genealogy, if possible. For complete job description see our website: https://www.rbhayes.org/about-us/head-librarian-position/

Send resume and references before April 30th, 2018 to

Thomas Smith
Human Resources
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Library & Museums
Spiegel Grove
Fremont OH 43420
tsmith at rbhayes.org
419-332-2081 ext. 225

Hello,

Does anyone have policies related to their genealogy library they'd be willing to share? Right now, I'm interested in any and all. There has been some discussion of creating some to cover some potential issues. Possible policies such as:

- Relationship with local genealogy society
- Collection development & weeding, especially as it relates to archives,
historic newspapers, etc.
Volunteers (our genealogy library is heavily volunteer led, which is a bit unique...)

Thank you!
Becky

--
Becky Isbell
Director, Brownwood Public Library
600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801
(325) 646-0155

---
This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://www.avast.com/antivirus

From mgross at cumberland.lib.nc.us  Sat Apr 14 15:02:24 2018
From: mgross at cumberland.lib.nc.us (Michelle Gross)
Date: Sat, 14 Apr 2018 19:02:24 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Library Policies
In-Reply-To: <bdff6b3e-5ef8-0874-6138-68346e588156@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
References: <bdff6b3e-5ef8-0874-6138-68346e588156@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Message-ID: <1523732544908.64775@cumberland.lib.nc.us>

I would also be interested in this. I am working on updating our policy and would like to included verbage on collection development, 3D objects (rare to get but sometimes happens), and volunteers.

Thank you in advance for anything you can share.

Michelle Gross
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC  28301
910-483-7727 ext. 1360
mgross at cumberland.lib.nc.us

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Becky Isbell <dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Sent: Friday, April 13, 2018 6:12 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Library Policies

Hello,

Does anyone have policies related to their genealogy library they'd be willing to share? Right now, I'm interested in any and all. There has been some discussion of creating some to cover some potential issues. Possible policies such as:
Relationship with local genealogy society
Collection development & weeding, especially as it relates to archives, historic newspapers, etc.
Volunteers (our genealogy library is heavily volunteer led, which is a bit unique...)

Thank you!
Becky

---
Becky Isbell
Director, Brownwood Public Library
600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801
(325) 646-0155

---
This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://www.avast.com/antivirus

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org  Mon Apr 16 09:30:42 2018
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Mon, 16 Apr 2018 13:30:42 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Library Policies
In-Reply-To: <bdff6b3e-5ef8-0874-6138-68346e588156@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
References: <bdff6b3e-5ef8-0874-6138-68346e588156@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Message-ID: <49ed1c5714044fcc967d0b2f54d75470@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>

Please see attached.

Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org

We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.?
John Lubbock

-----Original Message-----
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Becky Isbell
Sent: Friday, April 13, 2018 6:12 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Library Policies

Hello,

Does anyone have policies related to their genealogy library they'd be willing to
share? Right now, I'm interested in any and all. There has been some discussion of creating some to cover some potential issues. Possible policies such as:
Relationship with local genealogy society Collection development & weeding, especially as it relates to archives, historic newspapers, etc. Volunteers (our genealogy library is heavily volunteer led, which is a bit unique...)

Thank you!
Becky

--
Becky Isbell
Director, Brownwood Public Library
600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801
(325) 646-0155

---
This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://www.avast.com/antivirus

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From royalhouses at uwclub.net  Mon Apr 16 13:56:20 2018
From: royalhouses at uwclub.net (Royal Houses)
Date: Mon, 16 Apr 2018 18:56:20 +0100
Message-ID: <DABD8ED7EB8E4E01B3E8D42C5725FDBD@EndUserPC>

Dear Librarians

This new book has been published showing the genealogy of descent of Winston Churchill, including U.S. residents. It also contains many related U.S. families, all descended from King Charles II of England, and his mistress Barbara Villiers.

It is part of the THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE series:

THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
The Descendants of King Charles II
Volume 7: with the Hon. Barbara Villiers, Through Lady Charlotte FitzRoy, Countess of Lichfield, the Nevill and Dillon Lines, through fourteen generationsThis volume covers the descent through Lady Charlotte FitzRoy, and her granddaughters, Lady Mary Lee and Lady Charlotte Lee, and their descendants. It includes the Earls of Lichfield (2nd creation), the Nevills of Medbourne; the Viscounts Dillon; The Barons Stanley of Alderley; the Earls of Airlie; the family of Winston Churchill;
the Mitford sisters; the Jerningham Baronets and Barons Stafford; the Frasers of Lovat; the recent Dukes of Norfolk; Lord Hesketh and the Tai-pan Keswicks; The Viscounts Gormanston; the Howard Earls of Carlisle; Colonel David Stirling, founder of the SAS; Eric Lubbock, Lord Avebury; Max Mosley; Maurice Dease, V.C.; Olympic medallist equestrian William Fox-Pitt; actress Jane Asher; journalist Polly Toynbee; Venetia Stanley, Asquith’s correspondent; Sir Angus Ogilvy, husband of Princess Alexandra; TV host David Frost; musician Jools Holland; and author Auberon Waugh; and many other U.S. citizens and residents.


For many years we have been supplying our Royal Genealogy books to libraries all over the U.S. At the moment, with the U.S. Dollar riding high, and the British Pound low due to the European Brexit negotiations, this is a good time to top up your collection, or indeed to start one.

To remind you about the series:

THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
This series of 49 volumes covers all the European Royal Dynasties and their descendants. They provide a full royal genealogy laid out in inter-connecting royal family trees of the Royal Houses of Europe. The books cover the reigning monarchies of Europe, the great Imperial Dynasties and the former monarchies of Europe. They include the British Royal House, now the House of Windsor, descended from Queen Victoria, and the British dynasties of Stuart, Hanover and Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. It now includes a series on the descendants of the mistresses of King Charles II, many of whom live in the U.S. The dynasties of Hohenzollern, Romanov, Habsburg, Bonaparte and Bourbon have separate books on each, together with the Monarchies of Scandinavia, the Benelux, Liechtenstein, Iberia, Monaco, Italy and the Balkans, and the former German Kingdoms, and Grand Duchies. In all cases the full descent is shown, extending to related noble and commoner families, in Britain, across Europe, and in the U.S.A, Canada, Australia and Latin America. They are an essential source of information for genealogists providing details right down to the present day. All books have ISBN numbers.

In particular, they are a source of detailed information on German Royal and Noble dynasties.

The relevant 10 German/Austrian volumes are:
The HOBENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA - 2 volumes
The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
The BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: In respect of the Habsburg Dynasty in Tuscany and Modena.
The Sovereign Principalities of LIECHTENSTEIN and MONACO
The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA and SAXONY
The German Kingdoms of W?rttemberg and HANOVER
The German Dynasty of HESSE: Darmstadt Cassel Homburg Philippsthal Battenberg / Mountbatten
The German Grand Duchies of OLDENBURG and MECKLENBURG: Schwerin and Strelitz.
The German Grand Duchies of BADEN and Saxe-WEIMAR-EISENACH

The full list of volumes in this series:

GREAT BRITAIN
Volume 1 - The Descendants of H.M. Queen Victoria.
Volume 2 - The Families of the British Consorts.
Volume 3 - The Descendants of King George III including the Fitz-Clarence family.
Volume 4 - The Descendants of King George II, the Collateral lines. - 2 volumes
Volume 5 - The Descendants of King George I, and the Stuart - Hanover connection.
The STUART Dynasty of GREAT BRITAIN - 9 volumes
Volume 1 - Preface and the Legitimist Line from King James I to the present day, and Index
Volume 2 - The Lines descended from Countess Palatine Charlotte von Simmern, Duchess of Orleans.
Volume 3 - The Lines descended from Ludwig Otto, 5th Prince of Salm. - 2 volumes
Volume 4 - The Lines descended from Princess Eleonore of Salm and the 1st Duke of Ursel - 2 volumes
Volume 5 - The Lines descended from Princess Amelie of Saxony and Carlos III, King of Spain.
Volume 6 - The Lines descended from Lady Frederica Schomberg and the 3rd Earl of Holderness.
Volume 7 - The Lines descended from Lady Mary Schomberg and Christoph Martin II, Imperial Count of Degenfeld-Schonburg.

The Descendants of King Charles II - 11 volumes
This series is currently being sequentially published. It contains many families settled in the U.S. Five Volumes are now published:
Volume 1 - with Lucy Walter and with Mary Davis - The Buccleuch Lines and The Derwentwater Lines
Volume 2 - with the Hon. Barbara Villiers Through Lady Anne FitzRoy, Countess of Sussex, the Dacre and Barrett-Lennard Lines
Volume 3 - with the Hon. Barbara Villiers From the Dukes of Cleveland and Grafton, the FitzRoy Lines, through fourteen generations
Volume 4 - with Barbara Villiers. Through Henry FitzRoy and the Earls of Harrington, the Stanhope Lines.
Volume 5 - with Barbara Villiers. Through Henry FitzRoy and the Marquesses of Hertford, the Seymour Lines.
Volume 6 - with Barbara Villiers. Through Lady Charlotte FitzRoy, Countess of Lichfield, the Calvert, Clifford and Mostyn Lines through fourteen generations

SAXE-COBURG-GOTHA
The BENELUX MONARCHIES: The Netherlands Belgium Luxembourg
The SCANDINAVIAN MONARCHIES: Denmark Sweden Norway
The BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: Greece, Roumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Serbia, Montenegro, Albania, Italy, Sardinia, Two Sicilies, Tuscany, Parma and Modena.
The BONAPARTE Dynasty of FRANCE
The BOURBON Dynasty of FRANCE
The BOURBON Dynasty of SPAIN
The BRAGAN?A Dynasty of PORTUGAL and BRAZIL
The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
The HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA - 2 volumes
The ROMANOV Dynasty of RUSSIA
The Sovereign Principalities of LIECHTENSTEIN and MONACO
The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA and SAXONY
The German Kingdoms of W?rttemberg and HANOVER
The German Dynasty of HESSE: Darmstadt Cassel Homburg Philippsthal Battenberg / Mountbatten
The German Grand Duchies of OLDENBURG and MECKLENBURG: Schwerin and Strelitz.
The German Grand Duchies of BADEN and SAXE-WEIMAR-EISENACH

Books may be bought individually, or in groups [e.g. The British 6 or 15, Stuart 9, Charles II 11 (currently published, 6) or German 10 set]. Payment may be made by check, credit card or bankers payment, and we can receive a direct purchase, or we could dispatch the book with an invoice. We will respond personally to enquiries concerning specific orders".

"We offer a discount of 16% to U.S. Libraries:"
All books are priced for you, net of discount, at GBP (British Pounds) £32.00 (US$ 45.84 at today's exchange rate). The retail price is £38 (US$ 54.44). A delivery charge of GBP £7.00 (US$ 10.03) is added to each order (regardless of the number of books) for packaging and delivery (by air mail or courier).

The easiest purchasing method is through the website:  
http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk

Purchase the books normally. To obtain the discount, type in the coupon code USL (U.S. Libraries) when asked. This will give you a 16% discount on your books, resulting in a price of GBP32 = US$45.84 per book. The total price will be charged to your credit or debit card in U.S. Dollars through PayPal.

Payments by check in U.S. Dollars should be calculated (e-mail us to confirm exact amount) and checks should be made payable to Patricia Arnold.

Bankers Payments should be made to our account in England (e-mail us for details).

Orders for dispatch with an invoice should be made directly by e-mail to us, and a quote will be made.

We hope you will purchase these books which will help you and your readers with your genealogical research, and add value to your collection.

PATRICIA ARNOLD

Publisher of

THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
series of genealogical books

243 London Road
West Malling, Kent
ME19 5AD
England.

Tel & fax: +44 (0) 1732 848388
e-mail: royalhouses @ uwclub.net
website: http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk
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From skirby at hctpl.info  Mon Apr 16 17:56:07 2018
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Mon, 16 Apr 2018 17:56:07 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Library Policies
In-Reply-To: <49ed1c57140444fcc967d0b2f54d75470@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
References: <bdf6b3e-5ef8-0874-6138-68346e588156@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
<Message-ID: <CAAvK8hMypsDVwQjvuRmB1nEE1pcCw0WuyC3_gbSprmB122AQnTw@mail.gmail.com>
Several organizations have published information that can help in your collection development policies.

National Genealogical Society - geared towards genealogists, not librarians, but some nuggets in each standard are usually applicable to library collections - <www.ngsgenealogy.org/cs/ngs_standards_and_guidelines>

ALA's RUSA (Reference & User Services Assoc) has 2 applicable guidelines - <www.ala.org/rusa/resources/guidelines>

1. Guidelines for Developing a Core Genealogy Collection (2007) - Seems to be intended for what I've designated as high support libraries (more than a couple of shelves)

2. Guidelines for Establishing Local History Collections (2012) - Seems to be intended for what I've designated as high support libraries (more than a couple of shelves)

WI Historical Records Advisory Board, part of WI Assoc of Public Librarians - <www.wisconsinhistory.org/libraryarchives/whrab/wapl.pdf>

Doing an internet search for the following terms will give you many good examples of the policies of other libraries and research facilities: (genealogy OR "local history") "collection development policy".

Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL

From birdlady2011 at icloud.com  Wed Apr 18 13:14:46 2018
From: birdlady2011 at icloud.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Wed, 18 Apr 2018 17:14:46 +0000 (GMT)
Subject: [Genealib] 16mm negative microfilm available for cost of shipping
Message-ID: <c5b12a32-f7e8-4c7b-a51e-d10eccc3c2d5@me.com>

Since the National Archives has ended its use of microfilm as a preservation/reproduction technology, it finds itself with a supply of 16mm negative microfilm on hand.

If there is anybody out there who can use it, speak up now. I understand it is available for the cost of shipping. I am not sure of the total quantity available. Send an email to me at Claire.kluskens at nara.gov and I will get it to the right person.
Don't delay. Time is short.

Thanks

Claire Kluskens

The National Archives has a quantity of photographic Ilford RC B&W paper - available for cost of shipping to interested libraries, archives, colleges, universities......

If interested, please send me an email at Claire.kluskens at nara.gov and I will get it to the right person who can provide all the details.

Thanks

Claire Kluskens

NARA - Washington, DC

So, for clarification -- the negative being offered in my email is NEGATIVE microfilm that is fit for use by someone who is using a microfilm camera for
filming purposes. It's not copies of records.....

On Apr 18, 2018, at 01:14 PM, Claire Kluskens <birdlady2011 at icloud.com> wrote:

Since the National Archives has ended its use of microfilm as a preservation/reproduction technology, it finds itself with a supply of 16mm negative microfilm on hand.

If there is anybody out there who can use it, speak up now. I understand it is available for the cost of shipping. I am not sure of the total quantity available. Send an email to me at Claire.kluskens at nara.gov and I will get it to the right person.

Don't delay. Time is short.

Thanks

Claire Kluskens

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From kdolce at volusia.org  Fri Apr 20 11:30:05 2018
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Fri, 20 Apr 2018 11:30:05 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Fernandina Beach
References: <5ADA077D020000AA0009E854@vwmnta.covdnnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <5ADA077D020000AA0009E854@vwmnta.covdnnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>

Are any N. Florida people attending the seminar with George Morgan tomorrow?
Hi all!

There is a newly opened position for a Genealogy Librarian at the Dallas Public Library in Dallas, Texas. The position is open for applications until the position has been filled.

Brief job description and responsibilities:

The City of Dallas is looking for an energetic librarian with strong genealogy reference and research experience. The applicant will be a creative, analytical thinker and a self-motivated learner with strong oral and written communication skills including an ability for public speaking and delivering training and presentations in group settings. The genealogy librarian will be responsible for providing quality library service to genealogy researchers by creating research plans and strategies to answer family history-related questions. The librarian will need to be well experienced with accessing genealogy records and methods of research, both print and online. The librarian will exhibit warmth and enthusiasm for assisting others and a strong commitment to a team focused approach in the delivery of genealogical services.

Other job responsibilities will include: leading the acquisition for purchases of specialized genealogy materials; developing, planning, promoting and delivering adult genealogy programming; working with the Dallas Genealogical Society and other local groups to encourage a broader general appreciation of the materials in the collection and the services the library provides; organizing and maintaining the genealogy collection for optimal usage by library patrons and staff. The librarian will be well grounded in the broad scope of all these services as well as being forward thinking, committed to the opportunities and technologies of 21st Century genealogical research.

Applicants may apply online at: https://www.governmentjobs.com/careers/dallas

Feel free to share with anyone you think might be interested.
Thanks,

Stephanie Arage Bennett  
Unit Manager  
City of Dallas | www.dallaslibrary.org<http://www.dallaslibrary.org/>  
Dallas Public Library  
J. Erik Jonsson Central Library  
Genealogy & History, 8th Floor  
1515 Young Street  
Dallas, TX 75201  
O:  214-671-8411  
stephanie.bennett at dallascityhall.com<mailto:email at dallascityhall.com>

**OPEN RECORDS NOTICE: This email and responses may be subject to the Texas Open Records Act and may be disclosed to the public upon request. Please respond accordingly.**
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